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I can’t quite believe it – the end of another year is hurtling towards us. Working
on a quarterly magazine has the disadvantage of making time seem to race
by – I’m already well on the way with commissions for articles to be published
throughout 2019! (While on that subject do let me know if there are any areas
of ‘all things Dartmoor’ that you would like to see covered in the magazine in
future – I’m always happy to discuss new ideas.)
Year end is a time for reflection, and for pulling together some hopes and wishes
for the coming year. Something I would really like to say goodbye to on Dartmoor
– permanently – is reckless driving. On the day I sat down to write this letter a
new report pinged into my email inbox regarding the deaths of two more ponies
on the moor, along with notification of one driver hurtling across an unfenced
moorland road at a horrifying 119mph. The report stated that 125 ponies, sheep
and cattle have already been killed this year, and that there have been over 150
road accidents involving animals on the moor. On top of this 45 dog attacks
have been reported to Karla McKechnie, Livestock Protection Officer (www.dlps.
org.uk). Livestock on the moor has also been poisoned through eating dumped
garden waste containing elements that are harmful to animals. So this is a plea
(not that I think readers of this magazine will need reminding) to drive with
due care and attention on the moor at all times, and to contact Karla on 07873
587561 (or call the police) if you see an injured animal, or if your dog has been
involved in an attack on moorland livestock. (I’d also like to pledge my support
for the Dartmoor farmer who has suggested on social media recently – and very
firmly – that the person putting out carrots on the roadside verge in the heart of
the moor, for ponies to eat, might like to stop. ‘Kindness’ can kill.)
Year end is also time for me to say lots of thank yous: to our advertisers and our
loyal sales outlets, to our growing band of subscribers and to our wonderful
team of contributors who give me such brilliant support throughout the year.
Finally – as this issue does
come out in time for
Christmas – I’m delighted
to be able to publish artist
Ginnie Pope’s Christmas
card. The sentiment will,
I am sure, be very much
appreciated.
All the best for the festive
season – see you on the
other side!

dartmoor
People, places and pursuits
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Partners David Viccars and Sue Viccars

‘The Dartmoor Delivery’
A happy healthy holiday to ALL the ponies of Dartmoor, and to all
the different groups that champion them, PEACE!
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In the news
What’s happening around Dartmoor?

A DEVON DIALECT ALPHABET
This year’s Widecombe Fair saw the launch of a very special
book. A Devon Dialect Alphabet combines the work of two
well-known local people, both sadly departed: the artist
Joanna Radford, and Widecombe’s Anthony Beard. The
story behind the publication of the book
(given to me by a member of Widecombe
History Group) is worth retelling here.
‘Joanna Radford joined the History Group
a few years ago... She was an artist, an expert
in both bookbinding and hand printing.
‘When Joanna heard Anthony read out
the Alphabet rhyme aloud at a charity
Wendy Beard at the launch event
lunch, in his lovely Devon dialect, the idea
of a book was born. He had a copy of the rhyme written phonetically, so Joanna set each letter and
line of verse with one of her original prints. She handprinted and bound three copies, but later did 20
facsimiles. The three originals are now in the treasured possession of members of the History Group.
‘This happened just before Anthony Beard (secretary and a founding member of the History
Group) died. Joanna also was not well and died a few months later, but she generously left the rights
of the book to the History Group. With financial grants and support from Moor than meets the eye’s
Parishscapes project, and a great deal of help from Joanna’s family (particularly her son Nick, who
works in publishing), the book was produced.’
The book will be on sale at Widecombe Christmas Market in the Church House on Saturday 9
December, at Widecombe History Group meetings and Leusdon Memorial Hall coffee mornings (first
Wednesday of each month). It can be purchased on line (£9.50 exc. postage) at www.widecombe-inthe-moor.com/history/alphabet.

WWI bomb found at Ullacombe Farm field some distance away and blew it to pieces.
The farm is the site of the popular Ullacombe
Farm Shop and Cafe, where manager Debbie
Coles said the bomb had been used as a
doorstop some years ago before being taken
outside and being put into the wall. She joked:
‘My dad said I should give it a sharp tap on the
end to check if it was still live!’
Source Devon Live

DARTMOOR LETTERBOXES – AND A FAMILY CONNECTION
In early October I had a real treat: morning coffee at Gidleigh Park
with David Perrott and his wife Karin from Ontario, Canada. Our
meeting was facilitated by Alex Graeme of Unique Devon Tours, who
was hosting the couple’s second visit to the area.
Dartmoor devotees will notice that David shares his surname with
one James Perrott of Chagford, renowned as the guide who placed the
first letterbox on Dartmoor – at Cranmere Pool in the heart of the north
moor – in 1854. David is James Perrott’s great great grandson, and his
deep passion for Dartmoor and his family’s place in the local landscape
became clear as we chatted. His grandmother (Elsie Amy Sparkes) was
born in Torquay, and at one time postmistress in Chagford (members of
the Sparkes family lived in Chudleigh and Throwleigh); his grandfather
(Wilfred James Perrott) proposed to her at Fingle Bridge. The story goes
that the couple emigrated to Canada in 1912 (taking a passage very
close in time to the voyage of the ill-fated Titanic). David’s cousin lived
locally for many years at Yellands, and now lives in Okehampton.
Alex first met David in 2014, after the latter’s visit to Belbroughton, just
south of Birmingham – ‘the graveyard of the local church is filled with my
ancestors’ – when he took the couple on their first Dartmoor exploration.
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New history of
Brimpts Tin Mine
A fascinating book about
the history of the Brimpts
Tin Mine is published thus
December. Told through
contemporary media
reports, this enthralling
tale is typical of many
Dartmoor mining ventures. With new text,
photographs and drawings, this book is
a welcome addition to the publications
available from the Dartmoor Tinworking
Research Group.
At just £5 the book is an ideal Christmas
stocking filler!
For more details visit www.dtrg.org.uk
or contact Anne Whitbourn – tel: (0175)
696257, email: annetimw@btinternet.com.

‘It was wonderful to find out that
the great great grandson of a
Dartmoor guide needed a guide on
Dartmoor!’
Our chat was filled with
fascinating snippets of information
– that James Perrott once
accompanied Charles Dickens
on to the moor, and that the
Perrotts had a fishing tackle shop
in Chagford, which they sold to
the Webber family over 100 years
ago. And then, of course, there is
David’s great great grandfather’s
legacy – 14,000 or so members
Alex Graeme with David at Gidleigh Park
of the Dartmoor Letterboxing 100
Club for a start, and nearly 40 years of Letterbox Meets!
David and Karin will clearly be back soon: a trip to Cranmere Pool, and
perhaps a visit to a Letterbox Meet, are on the agenda for next time.
Many thanks to Alex Graeme for inviting me to meet David and Karin.

PHOTOGRAPHS SUE VICCARS

In mid October bomb disposal experts were
called to Ullacombe Farm near Haytor after a
large ‘bomb’ was discovered by workmen pulling
down a wall. The device turned out to be a British
25lb shell dating back to the First World War. Due
to its age and condition the Royal Navy disposal
team from Plymouth could not be sure as to
whether or not it was still live, so took it into a

A musical evocation and journey through
time, marking the 20th anniversary of The
Dartmoor Society
A nine-day Midsummer Music Festival,
using a wide variety of venues and
events, to celebrate the remarkable
diversity of composers and performers
of sacred and secular music, from
prehistory to the present day, all inspired
by Dartmoor. Ticketing details will be
available early in 2018. A special Festival
booklet will be produced.
www.dartmoorsociety.com

HILL FARMING

From a Dartmoor

HILL FARM

Anton Coaker ponders on ‘the darkest months’

T

Anton Coaker farms
one of the ancient
‘tenements’ across
the West Dart and
Swincombe valleys. His
family has been farming
on Dartmoor for several
centuries. He is helped
by his wife Alison and
three children, rearing
beef cattle and sheep.
Galloway beef and hide
rugs are sold direct from
the farm. As well as
farming, Anton runs an
oak sawmill business
and writes for various
publications. He has
published two books: All
the usual bullocks and
The complete bullocks,

available from the author.
email: wood@antoncoaker.co.uk
www.anton-coaker.co.uk
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his time of year reminds me I tend
to feel something of a disconnect
with the modern world, living and
working as I do in a somewhat
archaic industry, which features some pretty
inescapable constraints. To continue living
where I grew up, I must farm the land. And
it has to be in accordance with various ‘rules’
around me, meaning it’s hard to get away
from keeping traditional livestock. It’s not
that I mind, you understand – but inevitably
I’m going to be spending a lot of time with
my hairy friends, rather than popping out for
a cappuccino or interacting with the rest of
society. And while I admit to enjoying their
company to the point that it often brings me
the deepest solace, I recognise that this doesn’t
help me keep abreast of outside events.
In modern parlance, I don’t get out much.
Whole trends, political movements, latest
gadgets and new ideas often pass me right by.
I might be closely aware of how far on in calf
the cattle are, or how many weeks’ worth of
silage bales are still in the stack. I might be
watching the ewe hogs grow on, and the ewes
alter as their bellies fill with lambs through the
latter part of the winter, but if the radio in the
tractor cab were bust, I wouldn’t hardly know
the Prime Minister’s name… well, something
like that.
That this all goes on within a heavily
protected landscape, where little changes
from decade to decade, while just an hour’s
drive away whole landscapes – discovered on
my rare forays ‘out’ – seemingly alter beyond
recognition. I might know every boulder
beside each road and pathway for some miles
locally, but I’m often found stopped in my
tracks away from home, metaphoric hands
on hips, whispering aghast ‘But this was all
fields last year.’ I’m not saying the one is
good and the other bad – merely pointing
out the juxtaposition.
And it’s rarely in sharper focus than in the
depths of winter, which only serve to heighten
the perceived gap. My day starts as I swim into
consciousness listening to the weather in the

dark skies outside the bedroom window. Will
I be hunched against the gale today, driving
rain turning everything underfoot to muddy
porridge, and cows rumped behind any bit of
shelter they can find? Or will the sun rise on
a frozen landscape, where the porridge has
turned to wrinkly brown concrete, jarring my
every step. The daily monotony of feeding the
stock swallows up most of the meagre daylight
hours. If the weather is unfriendly, or things
go awry, it might take me all of the available
daylight to feed the beasts, and I’ll be finishing
under tractor headlights, or indoors in what
barns are lit. There’s a good chance I haven’t
dried out and/or warmed up through the day
at all. Crashing back through the scullery door
when it’s all done will find me (sack of logs in
hand) ready to drop.
The idea of changing into some fresh
clothes, and slipping out for some ‘social
interaction’ is quite a leap. Especially if I
know it’s my turn to do it all again tomorrow
morning, as is usually the case, and the hours
to the next reveille are already counting down.
I might soon be flumped in my favourite chair
beside the fire, and be able to watch some telly.
Regrettably, I rarely manage more than 20
minutes before my eyes are closing, so I hardly
get to the end of ‘The Simpsons’, ne’er mind
the clever ‘on topic’ current affairs show after
the news.
Runs of three to four days… even whole
weeks... are known to slip past me through the
darkest months, when I’m not really focused on
much more than 17 to 18 score of hairy cattle,
several hundred wild-eyed sheep, half a dozen
assorted collies and terriers, a few ponies, and
my long-suffering family. If I do drag myself
away from the grind, there’s every chance it’ll
be to a commoners’ meeting or some such,
where I’ll be amongst equally bleary-eyed
stockmen, whose lives are likewise filled with
matters bovine or ovine.
I suppose, at least it’s a help telling you about
it. It reminds me that there is an ‘out there’
out there, as it were. Thanks for that much, at
least. Let’s hope the sun soon returns. ■

‘Fingle Bridge’ (1860) William Widgery

‘Dartmoor: a wild and wondrous region’
Artistic imagination 1750–1920
WORDS PETER F. MASON PHOTOGRAPHS © RAMM
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n the middle of the 18th century
George Lambert, a scene painter at
Covent Garden and a landscape artist,
visited the West Country. A painting
by him, which possibly dates from the
visit, is entitled ‘Moorland Landscape with
Rainstorm’. Although not a literal portrait of
Dartmoor, the skyline is typical of Dartmoor
resembling the southwestern high moor
between Shell Top and Pen Beacon, and the
buildings could be those of Trowlesworthy
Farm in the Plym Valley. The importance
of this painting is that it is the first known
work to capture something of the wildness
of Dartmoor.
Until the second half of the 18th century
Dartmoor was somewhere to be shunned.
Well known to miners and to Devon

‘Buckfastleigh Abbey’ (1824) J.M.W. Turner
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On the edge
of nowhere...

The Forest Inn with members of the Cleave family, 1892

Michael French traces the history of the Forest Inn at Hexworthy
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urned, flooded, vilified, rebuilt and
then abandoned, the story of the
Forest Inn is, above all, remarkable.
Now under new ownership with
some affordable housing on board, its future
is looking brighter.
‘I do not know what will become of Mrs
Cleave… who is incapable of running the
business. It is kinder to give her notice at once
rather than allow her to flounder further into
the mire… but being a tenant of the Duchy
for so long (though not a very satisfactory
one) I believe she should be assisted as much
as possible…’
Thus, in a letter of September 1915
addressed to the Land Steward Alfred
Barrington, Walter Peacock (the Duchy of
Cornwall Record Keeper at Buckingham
Gate, SW) pronounced upon the fate of Mary
Cleave – and the dynasty which had wrought
the Forest Inn from an angler’s respite some
60 years before into a much-eulogised
hostelry. With a raft of problems including the
War, the running down of the local mines,
two extensive fires and an early bereavement,
the Cleaves’ day was done. A hundred years
on, while passers-by can hardly miss the
starkness of its form, they might also catch
something of the air of constancy which, as
now fresh-painted, the rays of the sun on
a gable-end make much of the architects,
Richardson and Gill, and the Princetown
builder, John Halfyard.

The Forest Inn c. 1930s. Note the name above the door and the gate adjacent to what appears to be a verandah.

Recounting the story of the Hexworthy
premises during its early years gives a
clear picture of its blossoming fortunes. In
1851 Mary’s future father-in-law, Richard
Cleave, then listed as a ‘shoemaker’, by
1857 (Billings), can be seen to have added
‘Victualler’ to his description – although no
address is given. By the 1861 census when
the Inn is first mentioned, ‘John’ Cleave (an
error as he is obviously Richard) is a ‘Beer
House Keeper and Boot and Shoe maker’;
and in the 1868 parish register, we see
‘Innkeeper, Hexworthy’. His fortunes rising,
and his description upgraded by 1881 to one

of ‘Inn keeper and farmer’ (he had acquired
50 acres by this time) his standing and that
of the hostelry was unquestioned. With the
fishing interest long in play, and the nearby
mining operations (Hooten Wheals and the
Hensroost – later, Hexworthy Mine – were
restarted in the 1890s) the Inn was seeing
some of its best times.
At the turn of the century, following
Richard’s death, we see his son, John, when
applying for the tenancy in succession to his
father, asking Barrington if the ‘house can
be enlarged’ so that he can accommodate
not only his wife, Mary (née Caunter) and

OUT AND ABOUT

DARTMOOR INN
NAMES AND SIGNS
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS ROBERT HESKETH

Avon Inn, Avonwick
‘Avon’ is a Celtic word,
identical with the Welsh
afon and simply means
‘river’. There are several river
Avons in Britain, including
the Warwickshire, Bristol,
Hampshire and Dartmoor
Avons. Although the river name is ancient, the
village name ‘Avonwick’ is surprisingly modern;
before 1870, the village was called Newhouse.
The Avon Inn’s heraldic sign shows the Coat
of Arms of the Cornish-Bowden family. James
Cornish (who died in 1865) owned what
was still called Newhouse and many farms
around. In 1870, Esther Priscilla Cornish, his
younger daughter, married a barrister, Fredric
James Bowden, and they assumed the name
Bowden-Cornish. Their shield is quartered with
the first and fourth quarters for Bowden and
the second and third quarters for Cornish.
The crests above show a demi-lion drawing
a bow of gold for Bowden, while Cornish is
represented with the Cornish chough. Below
is the motto Deus Fortis Arcus, meaning ‘God
the bow of my strength’. St James’ church
stands near the Avon Inn and was built as
their proprietary chapel by Fredric and Esther
Bowden-Cornish. It is one of only a few
proprietary chapels remaining in England.
Further afield is the Avondale Arms in
Devonport and the Avon Inn at Avon Dassett,
Warwickshire. Bristol has pubs called the Avon
Packet and the Avonmouth Tavern, plus the
Avon Gorge Hotel. The Avon Causeway Hotel
is at Hurn in Hampshire.

The Phoenix,
Chudleigh
The Phoenix rose from the
ashes in February 2014
on the site of the former
Old Coaching House,
a Grade II listed building on Chudleigh’s Fore
Street, which had succumbed to fire in 2011.
Known as the Clifford Arms until 1972, the Old
Coaching House was a classic coaching inn on
the main London route with a high entrance
arch to admit tall coaches. It was completed
36 DARTMOOR

in 1808 – ironically with
compensation money
from the Great Fire of
Chudleigh, which had
ravaged the town a
year earlier.
First recorded as an
inn name in 1737 in
Dorchester, Dorset, the Phoenix is one of several
mythical beasts represented on British pub
signs, including Dragons, Griffins and Wyverns.
According to legend, the phoenix is a fabulous
bird which sets fire to itself every few centuries
and emerges to begin a new life. Heraldically,
the phoenix is associated with the Seymours,
the Dukes of Somerset, whilst the present
Drury Lane Theatre in London was formerly the
Phoenix Theatre. Today, there is a Phoenix Inn in
London’s Victoria and several others, including
one in Plymouth, two in Hampshire and two
in Yorkshire, not to mention Phoenix Inns in
Oregon, Illinois and Shangri-La County, China.

Plymouth Inn,
Okehampton
Coaching inns are
often named from the
principal destination of
the coaches that visited
them. Okehampton has
three coaching inns on
the old A30, linking the
west with London. The largest is the White Hart;
further along West Street is the London Inn,
while the Plymouth Inn stands nearby on the
same street.
Appropriately, the London Inn’s sign shows
a coach in silhouette, but the Plymouth Inn
shows a three-masted battleship in relief.
Crediton also has a Plymouth Inn, while the
former Plymouth Inn, Moretonhampstead,
had a fine sign showing Sir Francis Drake
contemptuously playing bowls on Plymouth
Hoe with the Spanish Armada in the
background. Later research indicated that
although the Spanish fleet had been sighted,
Drake had no choice but to wait for the
tide to turn before launching his ships from
Plymouth Sound.

Further afield, the Plymouth Arms in
Stratford-Upon-Avon takes its name from
the Earls of Plymouth who formerly had their
country seat nearby, while the Plymouth
Arms, Cardiff, recalls Elizabeth Lewis, who
married the 3rd Earl of Plymouth in the early
18th century.

Silent Whistle,
Ashburton
Formerly the Railway
Inn (a widespread inn
name in Britain), the
Silent Whistle recalls
the Great Western
Railway’s branch
line that ran along
the Dart Valley from
Totnes to Ashburton.
Opened in 1872, the branch was closed to all
trains in 1962. Although the line was reopened
as the Dart Valley Railway in 1969, the last two
miles of track to Ashburton, and Ashburton
station, were lost to road improvements on the
A38 in 1971.
However, Ashburton station’s overall
roof and the goods shed remain as further
testimony of the town’s railway past. Having
successfully challenged the Chuley Road
Masterplan to redevelop an area covering more
than 8½ acres in this area of Ashburton, the
Friends of Ashburton Station (FoAS), backed
by the South Devon Railway Trust, hope
that the track and the station will eventually
be restored. In the short term, FoAS aim to
safeguard the station site and protect the
remaining railway infrastructure. Later, they
hope to establish a heritage and educational
centre there.
Ashburton’s Silent Whistle shared its name
with another Silent Whistle at Oakle Street near
Gloucester. Situated near the former Oakle
Street Station, it recalled the South Wales line
that ran from Gloucester to Cardiff, but was
itself closed in 1999. There was also a Ghost
Train at Purton, Wiltshire, which remembered
the former Swindon to Gloucester line. The line
closed in 1964, and the pub in 2009. ■
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Understanding the
Dartmoor Landscape
PART 28

Low Dartmoor’s
medieval field patterns
WORDS AND ILLUSTRATIONS RICHARD HORSHAM
More than anything else it is the field that has shaped much of
the visual landscape of Low Dartmoor, creating a distinctively
characteristic mosaic patchwork of hedges and walls. These
fields come to a halt as they climb towards High Dartmoor,
creating distinctive types of edge. This article examines the
interesting histories of the fieldscape mosaic and its edges,
inherited from medieval times (AD410–1540).

How did today’s fieldscape patterns come about?
If we look for a continuity or an evolution of Dartmoor’s field shapes
from prehistoric to more recent times we shall be disappointed.
The results of recent palaeo-environmental analysis in mid Devon1
strongly suggest that it was between AD600 and 800 that a
regionally distinctive farming practice based on rotation, and
known as ‘convertible husbandry’, was introduced and practised
until c. AD1500. Its significance is the dramatic transformation of
the landscape that created the essential fieldscape patterns we see
today,2 one dotted with farmsteads in an open countryside, creating
‘islands in their sea of moorland’.3
Even today there are still some parts of the moor where the legacy
of these islands is reasonably clear (Map 1).

Drowned historical fieldscape at Burrator, 1898. In this sheltered valley are the sites of
four Saxon farmsteads.

Map 1 illustrates the idea of a landscape dotted with small
settlements (dots and crosses), each of which expanded as it took in
more moorland in the Meavy/Plym confluence-peninsula area.
These colonising ‘islands in a sea of moorland’ are, in places,
noticeable today even though moorland was still being enclosed into
the late 19th century ( eg Callisham Down and Durrance, bounded
in yellow).
Anglo Saxon place-names (red dots), which include a personal
element of the name of the pioneers themselves (Goodameavy:
Goda’s land on the Meavy), predate 1130.4 Many of the Worthys,
mentioned in the Domesday Book, had been permanently settled
before 1086. Farming was pushed moorwards during the active
expansion period between 1175 and 1340.5
Fieldscape edges range from the long sinuous Saxon edges of
Brisworthy and Cadworthy to the 19th-century straight waste edges
of Durrance against Wigford Down (SX 547652).
The field systems vary from regular to irregular clusters typically
found in areas of a low population density with isolated hamlets
and farmsteads, creating a fieldscape with little noticeable pattern
of growth. This is sometimes referred to as ‘ancient countryside’.6
Although much of this fieldscape was well underway by the time
of the Norman Conquest ascribing even general dates can be
problematic. Map 4 (page 44) illustrates this concern where a rebuilt
prehistoric enclosure on the south side of Easdon Down looks
40 DARTMOOR
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Nick Baker is a professional ‘amateur naturalist’ who loves all things with a
pulse (and quite a few things without!). He lives in Chagford from where he
works as a TV broadcaster, author, photographer and wildlife tour guide.
PHOTOGRAPHS AND ILLUSTRATIONS JOHN WALTERS

The crow of wintertide

F

ew birds have the nerve – or desire –
to barrel roll in the very bare face of
winter. Most other passerines (that’s
perching birds) are concerned with
simply surviving the night, their small bodies
and expensive heating bills continuously
challenged by the bitter blast of the wind
and the continual threat of environmental
exposure. The Raven, in contrast, seems
to shrug off these life threats as being the
concerns of mere mortals, as it tucks its
wings and becomes a blackened bolt from
Thor himself, tumbling with abandon in the
breath of the storm. It’s no wonder this bird,
the largest of the Crow family, has such a rich
cultural position. It is a bird as much about
myth and lore as it is feathers and fact.
As a boy growing up in the lowlands of
Sussex, the mere sight and ‘whomping’
sound of a passing pair of Raven carving the
air was a rarity. Here on Dartmoor – despite
being relatively common – the bird always
commands my attention. It reminds me of
wild places, places where we can feel the
past, the old untamed world where nature
was something to respect and revere. It’s
a bird I’ve never become conditioned to;
it’ll never get missed or fall back into the
feathered ranks. It’s a Corvid that still gets my
inner schoolboy’s heart racing. A big black,
personally mythical bird (with a wingspan of
up to a metre and a half, and body length of
nearly a metre from the tip of its heavy bill
to the end of its diamond-shaped tail), it has
always been an honorary raptor to me; a bird
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that never gets tired and one that always,
almost as a salute of respect, has me lifting
my binoculars skyward.
For Dartmoor residents and visitors
alike, the Raven’s croaking guttural call
is a soundtrack to the sheep walks, the
open wind-blasted moor and its surrounds.
Before the advent of the shotgun, however,
it was a bird that would have been familiar
to all. Not just country folk of upland and
coast, but almost anywhere, including the
lowlands, town and city.
There is a connection between Dartmoor
and the most famous Ravens in the land,
those resident in the Tower of London. It
is said that Britain will fall into catastrophic
decline if the birds ever deserted the White
Tower – which they probably naturally
colonised soon after it was built. In more
recent years they have been maintained as
a captive flock; one way to guarantee they

don’t fly off and the country subsequently
crumble is to pinion them. However, back
in the early 1900s the Tower was down to a
single bird and it was a concerned Dartmoor
farmer who captured some youngsters from a
Sourton quarry and sent them up to London
to save the Empire!
It is their strident voice that draws the
attention nearly every time. Look up and you’ll
see them. It’s nearly always a plural, a dyad
of darkness – if your eyes find one, give it a
beat and another will appear. At this time of
the year they’ve got energy to spare. While
all save a Mistle Thrush or Siskin sits it out,
hunkered down, stripped to the bare bones of
survival, the Raven flaunts its darkness – it is a
bird which profits from the mean season.
The arrival of its clutch at the end of winter
is by design: a peak in the numbers of weak,
dead and dying, so plenty of carrion to
provision a clamouring brood. There is some

ARTS AND MUSIC
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with Kari McGowan
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C H R I S T M A S C R A F T S Green Hill Arts
To Monday 1 January 2018
MAKE 2017 – Contemporary Crafts
for Christmas The best UK-based designers
sell a wide range of unique gifts at prices to
suit all. The shop stocks cards, crafts
and decorations.
Saturday 2 December 10am–5pm
Christmas Festivities Food, drink and music
Saturday 20 January – Sunday 11 March 2018
Jerwood Makers OpenThe Jerwood
Charitable Foundation works with upcoming
artists, focusing on innovative makers working
in a diverse range of materials.
Riverside Gallery, Riverside Mill, Bovey Tracey
www.crafts.org.uk

To Saturday 23 December
Christmas Art and Craft Fair Locally made
jewellery, chocolates, textiles, ceramics, prints,
paintings, cards, wood, willow and leather
works by new and established makers on sale.
Moretonhampstead
www.greenhillarts.co.uk

WONDERWORKS Contemporary
Craft Fair
9 & 10 December
Support local makers and sponsored charity,
Hospiscare, through buying distinctive gifts from
outstandingly original designer makers. Craft
activities for everyone plus refreshments in a
friendly, festive venue – a wonderful world away
from the High Street!
Jubilee Hall, Chagford
www.wonderworkscraft.com

Ullacombe Barn
8–16 December 9.30am–4.30pm
Christmas Bazaar 16 artisans sell their work
– in aid of charity.
Ullacombe Farm, Haytor Road, Bovey Tracey.

Hannah’s at Seale-Hayne
To 21 December
Christmas Gifts in the Gallery Special
handmade treats, cards and stocking
fillers made by Hannah’s resident artists. A
percentage of sales supports their charity work.
Exhibition Christmas around the World
www.discoverhannahs.org
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16 December 7.30pm
Lustleigh Village Hall
A seasonal concert by the acclaimed Dartmoor
folk choir. The choir will be joined by Devonbased singer-songwriter Chris Hoban.
Doors 7pm; tickets £8.50 from Lustleigh
Dairy, on door or www.eventbrite.com/e/
the-lost-sound-in-concert-with-chris-hobantickets-38537366300.
www.thelostsoundchorus.co.uk

The Divertimento String Quartet

Wildwood Arts
To 23 December
Autumn Exhibition Dartmoor’s finest artists
and craftspeople exhibit their work,
with Christmas-themed objects from
November onwards.
Chapel Lane, Horrabridge, Yelverton.
www.wildwoodartsdartmoor.co.uk

MAKE Janine Partington – Six bangles

The Lost Sound Chorus

MUSIC
A Christmas Concert
8 December 7.30pm
Sir Joshua Reynolds Choir Mary Tavy
Methodist Church.
Email: gigg.exotter@btinternet.com.

Brent Singers
9 December 7.30pm
Benjamin Britten: A Ceremony of Carols
Medieval and traditional carols. St Petroc’s
Church, South Brent.
Tel: (01752) 892703.

27 January 3pm
Works by Boccherini, Kodaly, Verdi,
Tchaikovsky Lustleigh Village Hall
Tel: (01647) 277270.
www.plymouthmusicaccord.co.uk

Miranda Sykes
23 February
Church House, South Tawton.
www.thechurchhouse.org.uk

SEASONAL MORRIS
EVENTS
Dartmoor Border Morris
26 December Midday
Royal Oak, Meavy Noisy children in wellies
with old saucers and wooden spoons
welcome to the wassails!
1 January Cornwood Wassail
7 January Buckland Abbey
Mummers and Wassail
20 January Bere Ferrers Wassail
www.dartmoorbordermorris.com

Chagford Singers
Christmas Concert
9 December 7.30pm
St Michael’s Church, Chagford.

Exeter Festival Chorus
9 December
Benjamin Britten: A Ceremony of Carols
Buckfast Abbey. www.buckfastabbey.co.uk

Christmas Concert
16 December
Buckfast Abbey Choir Buckfast Abbey.
www.buckfastabbey.co.uk

Dartmoor Border Morris in action

Cogs and Wheels Ladies Morris
1 January
From midday: dancing outside the Seven Stars
(South Tawton), Oxenham Arms and Kings
Arms, South Zeal, plus Mummers play and a
great music session! www.cogsandwheels.co.uk

PHOTOGRAPH DARTMOOR BORDER MORRIS

The Devon Guild of Craftsmen

The following can only ever be a
selection of what’s happening in the
Dartmoor arts and music world over
the coming months. Please let us
know in good time if you have an
event you would like to see included
on these pages (email: editor@dartmoormagazine.co.uk).

WALK AND EAT

Belstone Cleave and Skaigh Wood
WORDS AND PHOTOGRAPHS SUE VICCARS

Toilets
Public transport
Map

1 Turn left from
the car park and
follow the lane
into the village. On
reaching the green,
take the left fork to
pass the old pound
and Methodist
Chapel. Reach the
Great Green, with View across the Great Green
wonderful views of the moor and the Taw Valley. Cross a small parking
area (left) and head across the grass, skirting right of a boggy area.

4 Turn left for about 75m to find a rock on the right of the path;
immediately before it turn right on a vague path towards the river, soon
bearing left to cross the wooden bridge inscribed with a wonderfully
appropriate quote from Henry Willamson’s famous novel Tarka the Otter.
Follow the path on alongside the river; take care on narrow and slippery
sections. Pass a small weir and the river gauging station and soon after a
pond – when I walked this route in mid February the water was alive with
mating frogs (see Nick Baker DM126 winter 2017). Continue, passing
through a small gate, to reach houses on the edge of Sticklepath: note
the head of the leat that services the Finch Foundry.
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2 After only a
few paces turn left
past an iron seat
on a path that runs
along the top of
steep-sided wooded
Belstone Cleave
(you’ll soon hear the
Taw rushing along
the valley bottom).
The path is wet
The beautiful path along the top of Belstone Cleave
and rocky in places,
crossing several little streams, dipping and out of woodland. Look
right to spot the return route along the lower slopes of Cawsand…
and look out for Ivy Tor (site of a 19th-century copper mine) in the
valley below, with the Lady Brook to its left.

Cross the River Taw on Tarka Bridge

y
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Parking
Dogs

3 Eventually pass a small gate (left), then keep parallel to the wall for
a few paces. Follow the path as it bears right, downhill, to meet another.
Turn right downhill to meet a track in the valley bottom – the sound of
the river will be getting louder.

T

		

Belstone car park SX 621938
4½ miles (7.2km)
2 hours
Some paths muddy and slippery, 		
especially in winter
Belstone car park (free)
Under control at all times; livestock
on moor
None on route
Two-hourly on old A30 (Exeter–Bude)
1 mile from start
OS Explorer OL28 Dartmoor,
OS Landranger 191 Okehampton
& North Dartmoor

T

Start/finish
Distance
Time
Terrain

I’ve done this walk – or variations of it – many times, and it’s always
lovely. In springtime the iridescent greens and pinks of the oak trees in
early leaf, and brilliant yellow gorse on the slopes of Cawsand; glorious
autumnal reds and oranges; in low winter sunlight the stark outlines of
the lofty beech trees edging the moor. And there’s continuity, too, in
the shape of the little Taw river hurrying through the sheltered Cleave
and under ‘Henry Williamson’s bridge’, crossed on Point 4.

T

Stand on the Great Green in the little moorland-edge village of
Belstone gazing into the vastness of the North Moor and you could
easily think you were miles from anywhere. But Belstone sits little
more than a mile from the A30, and just three miles from the centre
of Okehampton. And it has a free car park – making it the perfect
starting point for a huge choice of circular walks suitable for a wide
range of abilities.
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ANNA BANESS is a writer and
editor with a passion for the
outdoors. Her work has appeared
in a wide range of magazines both
in the UK and overseas. When
not behind her computer (she
works outdoors on her laptop
whenever she can), Anna can be
found walking, cycling, running or
climbing on Dartmoor.

STOP PRESS!
Dartmoor Walking Festival 2018
Saturday 25 August–Sunday 2 September
www.moorlandguides.co.uk

Drake Hash House Harriers are based
around southern Dartmoor and meet every
Monday evening. For more information
visit: https://drakeh3.wordpress.com.
Visit www.swh3.info for details of other
Dartmoor area hashing groups.

DARTMOOR WAY NEWS
A funding initiative is
in hand with the aim
of waymarking and
revitalising the Dartmoor
Way walking route,
which was set up around the year 2000,
alongside the cycle route (taking a different
course around the moor), but not signed.
More news in due course (see also pages
64–5). www.dartmoorway.co.uk

DRAKE HASH HOUSE
HARRIERS
It was in Malaya, in 1938, when the first
hash was laid. Much like today, weekends
were filled with excess, and to rid themselves
of it a group of British colonial officers
took inspiration from the old Paper Chase.
A ‘hare’ would lay a sawdust trail – their
scent – and the ‘hounds’ would follow. With
the intention of burning off hangovers and
working up a renewed thirst for a pint or
two, there was clearly a lasting appeal. The
idea spread worldwide in the sixties and
seventies, including here in Devon, which is
now home to the highest concentration of
Hash House Harriers in the world.
Many Hashes here call Dartmoor home,
and among these is Drake. Formed in 1984,
they’ve braved the moors and other South
Devon trails (almost!) every week, year after
year. Drake is a relatively small group, made
up of great people from any background, of
any ability, and any age.
With winter approaching, and the clocks
having fallen back, they will don torches and
brace themselves against the coming cold. But
they’re not deterred, because after clearing
the cobwebs in the cold and wind, retiring to
a cosy moorland pub to share tales, drinks and
food is the perfect way to wrap up an evening.

PHOTOGRAPH COURTESY OF DRAKE HASH HOUSE HARRIERS

Moor active...
Moor healthy...
Moor happy!

TEIGNBRIDGE TROTTERS
DONATE TO DARTMOOR
Runners are helping to fund essential path
repairs on Dartmoor through the National
Park’s voluntary donation scheme Donate for
Dartmoor. Teignbridge Trotters running club
organises two races on Dartmoor each year,
with £1 from each entry fee going to the
National Park Authority.
The Dartmoor Discovery in June saw
competitors from across the Southwest
tackle the annual gruelling 32-mile ultramarathon. This was followed by the Haytor
Heller trail-running event, a tough 6-mile
off-road route, in July. These events raised
£467 which will be put towards crucial
erosion repairs at popular beauty spot
Haytor. Donate for Dartmoor helps maintain
the 450 miles of footpaths and bridleways
across the National Park.
www.teignbridgetrotters.co.uk

TWO MOORS WAY/
DEVON COAST TO COAST
WALK UPDATE
Work is ongoing regarding the further
development of this long-distance walking
route, which was relaunched in September
2016. Exmoor National Park have provided
a new log book for walkers at The Pavilion
in Lynmouth, and are working on a new
‘completer’s badge’. They are also applying

to the British
Mountaineering
Council’s next ‘Mend
our Mountains’
crowdfunding
campaign for help in
installing a new bridge
across the River Barle
between Tarr Steps and
Withypool, aiding Two
Moors Way walkers.
The Two Moors
Way Association is
producing new stamps
for the 11 stamping
stations along the route,
plus new passports
and completer’s certificates. Volunteers are
also being sought to assist with a variety of
tasks. Keep up to date by visiting
www.twomoorsway.org or
www.Facebook.com/twomoorsway.

YELVERTON AND
PRINCETOWN CYCLE
ROUTE PROPOSED
Devon County Council is seeking permission
for the first off-road section across fields
between Yelverton and Burrator. In a
planning statement DCC reported that ‘The
Princetown Railway Path forms part of the
National Cycle Network. Most of the route
has been in place for some years and the
missing bridge over the Princetown Road
was recently replaced under the Granite
and Gears programme.
‘Between Dousland and Yelverton many
cyclists use the main Princetown Road
which is not an attractive environment
for cycling.’ The statement also said
that the path would provide a range of
benefits for cyclists, horse riders and
walkers alike but that no new car parking
was to be provided.
There has been a mixed reaction to the
proposal. It is understood that Dartmoor
National Park will make a decision in
November (not known at the time of going
to press).
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news

from Dartmoor National Park Authority
MOOR THAN MEETS THE EYE UPDATE
The final stages in the restoration
work of Higher Uppacott, one of
the best examples of a medieval
longhouse on Dartmoor, are
underway. This project has seen
extensive rethatching, the restoration
Restoration work at Higher Uppacott
of the scantle slate roof and major
works to conserve the interior to present the building more clearly.

TEST PITTING AT WIDECOMBE
Moor than meets the eye returned to
Widecombe for two days this summer
as part of the Festival of Archaeology.
Under the direction of Marc Steinmetzer
Volunteers at North Hall Manor
of Oakford Archaeology the volunteer
archaeologists dug several test pits to help shed new light on the site at
North Hall Manor. Students from South Dartmoor College also attended,
gaining valuable practical fieldwork experience.
Peter Rennells from Widecombe History Group was on hand to meet
over 300 visitors and explain how he and the History Group have been
researching the site and uncovering its history. Margaret Rogers, the
landowner, rewarded all the hard work with some wonderful cakes.

PARISHSCAPES
Parishscapes has been making
its mark on conserving and
understanding Dartmoor’s rich
and diverse heritage through an
equally diverse range of projects.
Using its archive, Throwleigh
brought to life characters from its
past, through readings, projected
images and music at a series of ‘Not enough salt in the soup’ – Throwleigh
inspiring performances in the village.
Researching the history of the woollen industry in the parish, the North
Bovey Wool Project is in full swing. A second Parishscapes-funded
heritage festival was held in late May which included wildlife walks, mothtrapping and archaeological test-pit activities.
The Guild of St Lawrence in Ashburton has moved on to year
three of its medieval research project, this year focusing on everyday life
in medieval Ashburton. MTMTE’s Emma and Andy attended the town’s
medieval Bread-weighing and Ale-tasting Festival in July.
Ilsington received a Parishscapes
grant to establish the Ilsington
Local History Group. The group
will soon begin the process of
digitising documents held in local
family archives.
Bovey Tracey’s Granite
Granite Elements launch at the Devon Guild
Elements project culminated in
of Craftsmen
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an exhibition at the Devon Guild of Craftsmen in early
September, showcasing work by many talented artists
inspired by the nearby Granite Tramway.
Widecombe History Group has published a book featuring
an A-Z of Devon dialect thanks to a Parishscapes grant.
Inspired by a traditional rhyme quoted by the late ‘Wag from
Widecombe’ Anthony (Tony) Beard, and illustrated by the late
Widecombe-based artist Joanna Radford, A Devon Dialect
Alphabet includes local examples of dialect alongside original
artwork inspired by scenes and locations from around the
parish (see In the News).
A Parishscapes grant to the community of Buckland in
the Moor, with funding from the Dartmoor Communities
Fund, supported the restoration of the Ten Commandments
Stones on Buckland Beacon in June. The project took five
weeks and involved the cleaning, re-carving and painting of
over 1500 letters. A short film can be viewed on Dartmoor
National Park’s YouTube channel.
Other projects underway include habitat management
and boardwalk construction in Manaton and Latin
transcription in Moretonhampstead. Community
Heritage Officer Emma concludes, ‘Parishscapes has been
running for just over two years and there have been an
incredible array of projects. They all have one thing in
common – the enthusiasm, passion and commitment of the
volunteers that are running them… I’m excited to see what
the next two years will bring!’
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RESTORING A MEDIEVAL LONGHOUSE
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Communities and visitors have been uncovering Dartmoor’s
past with the help of the Moor than meets the eye Landscape
Partnership. The Heritage Lottery Funded scheme is shedding
light on 4000 years of human activity in the landscape to
help provide a sustainable future for Dartmoor’s heritage. At
the heart of its success is the strong partnership led by DNPA
working closely with those who live and work on the moor and
those who love to visit it. By pooling their resources the partners
have been able to secure funding of almost £2 million from the
Heritage Lottery Fund. The scheme is helping people to:
• learn about and learn from the past;
• understand, appreciate and enjoy the cultural and natural
environment;
• develop projects and skills to provide a sustainable future for
Dartmoor’s rich wildlife and cultural heritage.
The partnership includes DNPA, Dartmoor Commoners’ Council,
Dartmoor Farmers’ Association, Dartmoor Preservation Association,
Devon County Council, Duchy of Cornwall, Forestry Commission,
Natural England, Woodland Trust, Visit Dartmoor, South West
Lakes Trust, RSPB and Historic England. Local communities are
represented through a Community Stakeholder Group.
Here is a round-up of what the scheme has achieved this year.

